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At Manby Lodge we believe that the provision of effective marking and feedback to children is one of the
key factors for improving learning through assessment. The learner needs to understand the purpose of
the learning, how to make improvements, and be given specific time to respond to comments or feedback.
‘Feedback is one of the most powerful influences on learning and achievement’, Hattie and Timperley's
Model of Feedback (2007). We know that the most effective feedback needs to be specific, accurate and
clear and ideally takes place alongside the child. It also needs to be ‘meaningful, manageable and
motivating’ as stated in the report: Eliminating unnecessary workload around marking, Independent
Teacher Workload Review Group (March 2016).
Effective feedback given to pupils through marking and reviewing work will provide constructive steps for
every pupil to ensure progress. It will focus on success and improvement needs against learning intentions
and success criteria; enabling pupils to become reflective learners and helping them to close the gap
between current and desired performance.
Marking and Feedback should:


Be manageable for teachers



Be embedded in classroom practice. It is an aspect of assessment which is used to improve
learning and inform planning and target setting



Be given promptly and regularly to children



Relate to learning objectives, which are shared with children



Involve all adults working with children in the classroom



Give children opportunities to become aware of and reflect on their learning needs



Give recognition and appropriate praise for achievement



Provide next steps in learning



Allow specific time for children to read, reflect and respond to marking



Respond to individual learning needs, marking face-to-face with some and at a distance for others



Be accessible to children and age appropriate



Use consistent approaches throughout the school



Be seen by children as a positive experience which will improve their learning



Encourage and teach children to self and peer assess wherever possible

EYFS


Verbal feedback identifying strengths and next steps given in the moment



Photos as evidence



Opportunities for children to comment verbally on work and each other’s work



Observation stickers linked to the EYFS framework



Discussion with children and targeted questioning



Symbols used to show whether work was initiated by an adult (AI), independent (I) or supported (S).



Comments written to show the level of support, and next steps given



Child’s voice annotated

If children become ready for strategies used in Year 1 & Year 2 teachers will introduce them – e.g. “Purple
Polishing Pens” (see below)
General marking and feedback strategies Year 1 and 2


Reflection time – children will be given time to respond to marking



Verbal feedback – it is recognised that staff constantly give children verbal feedback and this does
not need to be indicated. A green stamp will be used only where there has been an in-depth
discussion about the child’s learning.



Photos as evidence



Peer assessment opportunities are planned for and children give specific feedback to each other



Worked is marked with green and pink. “Tickled Pink” identifies the child’s strengths and where they
have met the learning objective. “Green for growth” identifies areas for development and next steps.



A star will show if the child has achieved the learning objective. This should be in pink to show they
have met. If the child has not met the LO, it will be left blank.



“Purple Polishing Pens”- children use these to edit their work and make improvements



Symbols are used to show whether the child was supported (S), or worked independently (I).



Staff other than the class teacher initial work they have marked. Where there is a job share
situation, teachers will initial work they have marked.

Subject Specific Feedback Year 1 and 2
Mathematics


Calculations will be marked with a tick if correct or a dot if not.



Next steps given when needed. This will be written as a wish, or the VF symbol recorded.

English/writing


Symbols used in Year 1; written in pink pen when achieved and as a wish if a focus in green.



One wish given per piece of writing. This can also be shown by using the VF symbol.



At least one pink symbol given per piece of writing to show success and give praise.



Symbols in Year 2; some symbols will be used, but marking will be mostly through pink and green
highlighters. Every piece of writing will show feedback through highlighting.



The interim framework in Year 2, and the National Curriculum expectations in Year 1 are constantly
referred to when marking and giving feedback.



Any work that needs to be annotated (where the writing is unclear or illegible), will be scribed by an
adult. This may be at the time, while working directly with a child, or if necessary from a distance,
as the adult will know the context and may be able to decipher the writing.



Spelling feedback: In Year 2, up to 3 words will be highlighted in green in each piece of writing
where appropriate, and the child will be prompted to rewrite them correctly.



Spelling feedback: In Year 1, common high frequency words, or tricky words will be identified where
appropriate and the child will be prompted to rewrite them correctly.

Handwriting


Children or adults identify where they have correctly formed the letter or pattern taught. This may
be a circle or tick by either the child or adult. This may also be through peer review.



All handwriting is acknowledged by an adult, but more detailed feedback will be given where
appropriate.

Topic including all foundation subjects


All pieces of topic work need to be acknowledged by the teacher by indicating whether it was
supported or not (symbols), and whether the LO has been met (star).



Where extended writing links to topic work, the writing will be marked in line with the English/writing
guidance above.



Where appropriate, pink and green may be used to indicate success or next steps.



Children’s art does not need marking symbols or written feedback. It will not always have an
attached LO.
General marking and feedback strategies will be used as above, though will mostly be verbal
feedback, or opportunities to evaluate and reflect on their art when compared to known artists and
their peers.

Art



Examples of feedback through marking
Writing

Mathematics

Topic

EYFS

Marking Symbols Year 1

